Territorial Music School - 2022
Cornet Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

F)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Horn Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Euphonium/Baritone Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Tenor Trombone Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Bass Trombone Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Tuba Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited. It should be as if you are playing a live audition. You
may record your audition as many times as needed and choose the best version. Using your
phone to video is suitable. Upload your video file to
https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Territorial Music School - 2022
Percussion Audition
Welcome to the 2022 Territorial Music School!
The Brass mainstream consists of two/three equal bands that will rehearse twice each day. In
addition to participating in the mainstream bands, some students will be selected to play in the
TMS ‘A’ Band.
This year, all auditions will be done in advance. You will need to submit a complete video
recording that is non-stop and unedited (Percussionists may stop to switch instruments). It
should be as if you are playing a live audition. You may record your audition as many times as
needed and choose the best version. Using your phone to video is suitable. Upload your video
file to https://www.dropbox.com/request/vNQ3YTQT0VZD31tJRwWQ by August 15, 2022.
Last minute reminders:
1. Position the camera where you will be visible the entire time.
2. State your full name, age, corps, and instrument.
3. Take your time and play through as many of the excerpts in order as you can, according
to your instrument.
4. Take note of the tempo markings, however, play excerpts at a suitable speed.
A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

F)

G)

